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Abstract
Learning to program is hard. Students need to remain motivated to keep practicing and to
overcome their difficulties. Several approaches have been proposed to foster students’ motivation.
As most people enjoy playing games of some kind and play on a regular basis, the use of games
is one of the most widely spread approaches. However, taking full advantage of games to teach
specific concepts of programming requires much effort. This paper presents Asura, a game-based
assessment environment built on top of Mooshak that challenges students to code Software Agents
(SAs) to play a game, allowing them to test the SAs against each others’ SAs and watch a movie
of the test. Once the challenge development stage ends, teachers are able to organize game-
like tournaments among SAs. One of the key features of Asura is that it provides a means to
reduce the required effort of building game-based challenges up to that of creating traditional
programming exercises.
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1 Introduction

In the past recent years, the demand for programmers in the job market has grown rapidly,
raising the popularity of programming courses among future undergraduate students who seek
for a rewarding career [16]. However, learning to program is hard. Introductory programming
courses are considered difficult by many students [4] and often linked to high dropout and
failure rates [1]. Many educators consider the lack of abstraction and problem-solving skills
as the main sources of difficulties for novice programmers [7]. Nevertheless, these difficulties
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can be mitigated if students have enough motivation to keep practicing and struggling to
overcome them [10].

Consequently, several approaches to foster the engagement of students in programming
activities, such as problem-based learning, storytelling, simulations, and competition-based
learning, have been proposed and evaluated. Yet, one of the most successful and widespread
approaches is gamification, which consists of using game elements and mechanics to engage
users in non-game contexts. The most common methods of gamification just give rewards
(e.g., badges, experience points, or gifts) to students when they succeed or complete a task.
However, rewards are generally weak motivators and its use is controversial, since many
argue that they can harm intrinsic motivation and arise long-term educational issues [11].
Other game aspects such as graphical feedback, competitive challenges, goals, collaboration,
or abstraction of the physical world, are, typically, much more attractive than rewards. In
this sense, some proposals replace the learning activity completely by a game, as is the case
of CodeRally1 and RoboCode [6] which have demonstrated the success of this approach.
Unfortunately, the implementation of complete games to teach a specific concept is very
costly in terms of time and money.

This paper presents Asura, a game-based assessment environment built on top of
Mooshak [9], a system for managing programming contests on the web. Specifically, it
integrates into the computer science languages learning environment of Mooshak 2.0, named
Enki [13], providing game-based programming challenges to any Enki course. Each challenge
asks the student to code a Software Agent (SA) to play a game, requiring the student to
understand the rules and goals of the game. After the “break the ice phase”, students are
challenged to improve their SAs insomuch that they defeat every opponent. While performing
this task, students can take advantage of facing any of the existing opponents in a private
match, and watch how the match unfolds in a game-like movie. Once the time to solve the
challenge ends, educators can organize tournaments, similar to those found on traditional
games and sports, among SAs. The tournament is displayed in an interactive GUI, allowing
the viewers to control which games they want to see, navigate through stages, and check the
ranking. Furthermore, one of the key goals of Asura is to enable teachers to build games
with a similar complexity to that of creating an ICPC-like problem. These games can be
very simple, such as a number guessing game, or more complex than CodeRally or Robocode.
For that, Asura provides a set of helpers including a Java framework and a Command-Line
Interface (CLI) tool to support the authoring of challenges.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the systems and
tools in which Asura lies on as well as environments with characteristics common to Asura.
Section 3 describes Asura, its architecture and components. Section 4 provides the guidelines
of the experiment that will be conducted to validate Asura. Finally, Section 5 summarizes
the contributions of this paper, the expected results of the validation, and the next steps of
this work.

2 State-of-the-Art

Asura is a game-based assessment environment designed to integrate into an already existing
computer science languages learning environment of Mooshak 2.0, named Enki. The environ-
ment aims to offer a way to motivate students to program and overcome their difficulties
through practice, requiring from teachers an effort similar to that of creating an ICPC-like

1 https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/mydeveloperworks/blogs/code-rally

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/mydeveloperworks/blogs/code-rally
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problem. It engages students by challenging them to code an SA to play a game, supporting
them with graphical game-like feedback to visualize how the SA performs against other SAs.
The final goal of an Asura challenge is to win a tournament, like those found on traditional
games and sports, among all submitted SAs.

There are already tools in the literature providing some of these features separately.
For instance, competition is not a new paradigm in programming learning [2, 8]. Students
are increasingly facing programming contests after leaving universities as a part of the
recruitment process for top technology companies. So, providing a learning experience with
focus on competition may help them in the future. One of the first types of systems to foster
competition among programming learners were automatic judges, such as DOMJudge2, PKU
JudgeOnline3, and Mooshak [9]. Even if these systems were developed for international
and regional competitions, teachers of undergraduate programming courses found them
useful also as teaching assistant tools [5, 3] to promote competitive programming learning
environments and give instant feedback on laboratory classes and exams. In particular, the
increasing interest shown on using Mooshak for learning has motivated the development of
several extensions, such as quiz evaluation and exam policies.

Recently, Mooshak was completely reimplemented in Java with Graphic User Interfaces
(GUIs) using the Google Web Toolkit (GWT). This reimplementation was labeled as Mooshak
2.04. Beyond the changes in the code-base, Mooshak 2.0 gives special attention to computer
science learning. For instance, it now includes a specialized computer science languages learn-
ing environment – Enki [13] – , which not only supports exercises using typical programming
languages, but also diagramming exercises, quizzes, among others. Enki blends assessment
and learning, integrating with several external tools, such as a gamification service – Odin [12]
– to support the creation of leaderboards, reward students for their successes, among others,
and an educational resources sequencing service – Seqins [14] – to offer different learning
paths according to the skills of each student.

Currently, there are many other web-based learning platforms that focus on competition
to motivate learners, such as HackerRank5, in which competition is based on leaderboards
that consider the number of solved problems and time spent solving them, and CodeFights6,
in which a player “fights” against other player or a bot developed by a company, to complete
a set of challenges before the opponent.

Also, game-based approaches for teaching programming have already been applied in
several cases. Rajaravivarma [15] proposes a course with a set of challenges, in which
the students have to program their own games. Sui et al. [17] presents a browser-based
environment that combines gamification and peer-to-peer interaction. This environment
challenges the students to write SAs to play simple board games, allowing them to test
these SAs against SAs developed by other peers. The environment also provides a debugger
interface, which allows the student to check the state of the SA step-by-step.

There are also a few online platforms using games as the central source of engagement,
such as CodinGame7 and Leek Wars8. CodinGame proposes several puzzles for learners to
practice their coding skills. Most of them require the user to develop an SA to control the

2 https://www.domjudge.org/
3 http://poj.org/
4 https://mooshak2.dcc.fc.up.pt/
5 https://hackerrank.com/
6 https://codefights.com/
7 https://codingame.com
8 https://leekwars.com
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Figure 1 Diagram of components of the architecture of Asura.

behavior of a character in a game environment, and provide a 2D game-like graphical feedback.
Leek Wars is a serious game where the player controls a character (a leek) through coding.
The goal of the game is to beat other players’ leeks during fights, awarding points to climb
to the top of the ranking. The result of the fight is displayed as a 2D frame-by-frame movie.

3 Asura

Asura is an environment for game-based assessment in programming learning. Its main
features include the graphical game-like feedback, the tournament-based assessment, and the
framework and tools that it offers regarding the simplification of the process of building Asura
challenges. This environment leverages the SAs evaluation on Mooshak 2.0’s program analysis,
extending it to support multiple submissions running in the same evaluation environment.
This allows students to code their SAs in any programming language supported in Mooshak.
On the client side, the Graphic User Interface (GUI) is embedded into Enki’s GUI, allowing
any course created in Enki to provide Asura challenges out-of-the-box.

The architecture of Asura, presented in Figure 1, is composed of four components: Asura
Builder, Asura Viewer, Asura Tournament Manager and Asura Evaluator. The Builder,
Viewer, and Tournament Manager are completely new components, whereas the Evaluator is
a component that extends Mooshak 2.0 program analysis to support game assessment. In this
architecture, Enki makes the bridge between the server and the client, requesting evaluation
to the Evaluator and loading the feedback into the Viewer. Each of the next subsections
describes a component of Asura, including its role and some implementation details.

3.1 Evaluator
The evaluator engine of Mooshak grades a submission by following a set of rules while
generating a report of the evaluation for further validation from a human judge. This
evaluation follows a black-box approach. The process consists of two types of analysis: static,
which checks for integrity of the source code of the program and produces an executable
program; and dynamic, that involves the execution of the program with each test case loaded
with the problem.

The Evaluator component of Asura inherits the static analysis of the Mooshak’s evaluator
engine. The only difference is that the compile command line can include a language-specific
player wrapper, present in the game.jar file, for complex games. However, the dynamic
analysis is completely reimplemented. Instead of test cases with input and output text files,
Asura Evaluator receives as input a list of paths of the selected opponents’ submissions that
generate the input and consume the output of each other. Since these submissions are already
compiled (when necessary), the component just initializes a process for each of them. After
that, it organizes matches containing the current submission and a distinct set of the selected
opponents’ submissions. The length of this set depends on the minimum and maximum
number of players per match, which are specified by the game manager. At this point, the
evaluation proceeds on an instance of the specific game manager, which is instantiated from
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the game.jar, as well as the game state object. The game manager receives the list of
player processes indexed by the player ID and starts the game. The execution of the game
is completely controlled by the game manager, which is responsible for keeping the SA’s
informed about the state of the game, querying the SAs for their state update at the right
time, ensuring that the game rules are not broken, managing the state of the game, and
classifying and grading submissions. If an SA fails to comply with the rules, the match ends
and the SA receives a “Wrong Answer”.

During the game, any updates to the state object can passed on to the movie builder.
The state object provides the following methods that can be used by the manager to control
its lifecycle: prepare(movieBuilder, players) which initializes the state and sets up the
metadata of the movie, execute(movieBuilder, playerId, playerUpdate) that updates
the game state with the action of a certain player, endRound(movieBuilder) which ends
a round of actions, and finalize(movieBuilder) which finalizes the game, adding the
submission results in the movie, among other things.

Finally, the status obtained from the matches containing the observations, mark, classific-
ation and feedback are compiled into a single status which is added to the submission report,
and sent to the client.

3.2 Builder
The Builder component is a Java framework for building Asura challenges, providing a
game movie builder, a general game manager, several utilities to exchange complex state
objects between the manager and the SAs, and general wrappers for players in many different
programming languages. The framework is accompanied by a Command-Line Interface (CLI)
tool to easily generate Asura challenges and install specific features, such as support for a
particular programming language, a default turn-based game manager, among others.

Much of the necessary effort for building video games is spent on graphics. To simplify
this task, Asura introduces the concept of game movie. A game movie consists of a set
of frames, each of them containing a set of sprites together with information about their
location and applied transformations, and metadata information, such as title, background,
width, height, fps, and players (i.e., player names indexed by their ID). Furthermore, the
concept of game movie is formally defined in a JSON schema9. To allow the manager to easily
build the JSON data, the game movie builder provides several methods, such as: setters for
each metadata field, addFrame() which adds a frame to the movie, addItem(sprite, x, y,
rotate, scale) which adds a sprite to the current frame in position (x, y) with the given
rotation and scale, addMessage(playerId, message) which adds a message to the player,
setters for observations and classification, and saveFrame()/restoreFrame() which allow
to add a frame state to a stack to restore it later.

The abstract game manager provided by the Builder defines the “contract” of the managers,
and provides the necessary utilities for dealing with input/output streams of the processes.
Specialized managers must implement the method manage(state, players), determining
the order to play, and managing the state of the game accordingly. Some of these specialized
managers, such as a turn-based game manager, are already developed and can be easily used
in a challenge.

The exchange of state updates between the SAs and the manager is done through JSON.
Depending on the programming language, this can be a hurdle and make it very complex

9 https://mooshak2.dcc.fc.up.pt/asura/static/match.schema.json
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Tournament

- manager : GameManager
- stages: List<Stage>

+ addStage(stage: Stage)
+ run(players: Map<String,Process>)
+ toFile(stream: OutputStream)
+ toString() : String

Stage

- manager : GameManager
- rounds: List<Round>

+ prepare(players: Map<String, ProcessBuilder>)
+ run()
+ gePoints() : List<Map<String,Integer>>
+ getJson() : JsonObject

11 .. *

RoundRobin SwissStage Knockout...

11 .. *

Round

- manager : GameManager
- matches: List<Match>

+ run()
+ getPoints() : Map<String,Integer>
+ getJson() : JsonObject

Match

- manager : GameManager
- players: Map<String,Process>

+ run()
+ getPoints()  : Map<String,Integer>
+ getJson() : JsonObject

11 .. *

Figure 2 UML class diagram of the Tournament Manager.

for SA’s to process it. For that, there are wrappers for players providing several methods to
process JSON. Moreover, each game can define its own wrappers providing methods specific
to the game, which can be used by SAs.

The documentation for the very first release of Asura Builder is available online10 and
has already been followed by some peers who volunteered to test the system.

3.3 Tournament Manager
The Tournament Manager is the component responsible for managing and running tour-
naments. A tournament can have any number of stages, each with its own type (pools or
knockout) and format (e.g., round-robin, swiss type, knockout, double knockout, among
others). Stages are populated with a set of players, those who qualified in the previous
stage, which will compose the matches of every round of the current stage. The assignment
of players to matches is a task of the class implementing the specific tournament format.
These tournaments can be organized in the administrator GUI of Mooshak 2.0, through a
wizard developed specifically for this task. This wizard allows to select players individually,
add/remove stages, and set some properties of the tournament, such as the number of players
per match, the number of qualified players in each stage, and the points awarded to a
win/draw/loss.

Figure 2 presents the UML class diagram of the implementation of the Tournament
Manager. This implementation contains a class for the tournament as well as for each of its
phases: stages, rounds, and matches. These classes have very similar methods, such as run()
which executes the phase, and getPoints() which returns either a list of players’ points,
in group stages, or the players’ points. Each match of the tournament is executed in the
Evaluator component.

3.4 Viewer
Asura Viewer is a GWT widget with two modes: match and tournament. Figure 3 presents
both modes side-by-side. In the tournament mode, it expects a JSON file following the
Tournament JSON Schema11. This data contains a reference to each match’s movie, organized
by stages and rounds, as well as partial and complete rankings of each phase. The tournament
mode widget consists of an interactive GUI, allowing students to navigate through the stages
of a tournament, visualize specific matches or the whole course of a player, and check the
rankings of each stage.

The match mode displays the game movie JSON produced during the evaluation phase.
The GUI mimics that of a media player, containing a slider, a play/stop button, buttons to

10 https://mooshak2.dcc.fc.up.pt/asura/static/asura-builder-documentation.pdf
11 https://mooshak2.dcc.fc.up.pt/asura/static/tournament.schema.json
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Figure 3 Asura Viewer display modes. Tournament mode (on the left) displays a knockout stage
of a tournament. Match mode (on the right) presents the graphical feedback provided to a slalom
skier.

Figure 4 Asura Viewer integrated in the GUI of Enki after the validation of the SA.

navigate through the current play-list, a full-screen button, a box to display messages, and a
canvas where the movie is drawn. The movie is completely resizeable keeping the original
aspect ratio.

This component can be embedded in any environment, provided that the JSON data
passed to it adheres to the defined JSON schemas for tournaments and matches. Figure 4
presents a screenshot of the Asura Viewer integrated in the GUI of Enki, after a player
validated its SA against an existing SA.

4 Experiment Guidelines

An experiment with Asura will be conducted in the laboratory classes of an undergraduate
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) course at Escola Superior de Media Artes e Design
(ESMAD) – a school of the Polytechnic Institute of Porto. The purpose of this course is
to introduce Javascript and some OOP concepts integrated into its ECMAScript 6 version
to students with little to none programming background. The course is composed of two
distinct laboratory classes which will be labeled hereafter as Control Group (CG) and
Experimental Group (EG), respectively. The homogeneity of the groups will be checked
using students’ Grade Point Average (GPA). Both groups will have access to an online
course in Enki containing a set of programming activities to assimilate knowledge obtained

SLATE 2018
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during expository classes. However, CG will have to solve traditional programming exercises,
whereas EG will have to develop players for Asura games. These activities will be created by
a group of three teachers, pertaining to the same institution as the students, with a single
requirement that both sets of activities have identical difficulty. The course will be available
online during two weeks, in which students are free to access in and after class.

At the end of the experiment, students and teachers will be asked to fill in online
questionnaires about the usefulness of the learning environment. Teachers will have specific
questions regarding the difficulty of developing problems for Asura. Students will have
questions to assess the level of engagement obtained while using the environment. The
results obtained from the online questionnaires as well as usage data collected during the
preparation and execution of the course will be analyzed in order to draw conclusions about
the effectiveness of Asura. This usage data includes a number of variables, such as the
number of solved exercises, the number of submissions per problem, the time spent per
exercise, and the number of different strategies used per problem (identified by a threshold
on the number of different characters).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents Asura, an environment that aims to provide engaging game-based
activities with graphical game-like feedback as well as to facilitate the creation of those
activities by teachers. From the students’ perspective, the main idea of Asura is to challenge
students to code an SA that plays a game, taking advantage of the graphical feedback on its
performance against other SAs. Once the SA development period ends, teachers can organize
tournament amongst SAs. With regard to teachers, Asura provides a Java framework that
supports the creation of game-based challenges, particularly in the process of building the
game movie.

Asura is a work in progress. It is currently in the final development stage, just lacking the
implementation of a few types of tournament stages and some minor improvements in the
Builder. The design of each component of Asura, including the way of integrating them with
the existing work, is already done. Several game-based challenges were already developed
using the framework provided by the Builder.

The next phase encompasses the execution of the experiment described in Section 4.
It is expected that students in EG will spend considerably more time in activities, trying
different strategies to beat up their colleagues, which would indicate greater engagement.
However, some students may be negatively affected by losing and show their displeasure
in the questionnaire’s responses. Students in the CG will not spend more time in the
environment than the necessary amount to solve all problems once. Also, some exercises
may not be solved by the end of the experiment. In respect to teachers, they will notice a
small increase in difficulty while creating the games, since they need to be familiar with Java
and to understand the framework beforehand. The amount of time that they spend doing
the graphics is also unpredictable since it highly depends on the quality that they want to
reach. Nevertheless, this should not result in a significant difference in terms of time, when
comparing with the time of setting up an ICPC-like problem, if they already know Java.

One of the major points of improvement already identified is in the Asura Builder. Many
teachers are not familiar with Java, but the framework requires its use. This will certainly
prevent or make it very difficult for these teachers to work with Asura. For this reason, the
Builder component will be extended to support language-agnostic creation of games.
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